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Intelligent internet of things (IIoTs) have these features: heterogeneous network patterns, significant differences in devices,
dynamic variability of network topologies, etc. In the complex security situation, it is necessary to reject data from untrusted
devices to guarantee the security data trading of IIoTs. In this paper, we focus on the trustworthiness and authentication in a
hybrid SDN scenario of IIoTs. For the process of the trusted judgment, we firstly implement the standardized model for the
nodes with the device attributes, network states, and operation behaviors. Based on the standardized model, we propose feature
evaluation functions in SDN and IP domains, respectively, to calculate the intradomain node trust values to achieve the trusted
judgment. To consider the demand for secure data trading for cross-domain devices, we propose a remote data trading scheme
in which the data transmitter signs the node identity and its trust value by a group signature and the data receiver verifies the
signature. The group signature is not only to protect the privacy of the group members but also to support the dynamic
accession and revocation of group members, so it is more suitable for IIoTs where the nodes frequently access/exit. The
security is proved under the standard model. We conduct the simulation experiments to evaluate the correctness of the trusted
judgment mechanism. The evaluation shows that the scheme has lower computational cost and the higher efficiency of the
group signature scheme.

1. Introduction

According to IoT analytics, the number of connected IoT
devices worldwide is expected to reach 14.5 billion by the
end of 2022. Up to 2025, there will probably be more than
27 billion IoT connections [1]. As the explosive growth of
network scale and business traffic, the drawbacks of the tra-
ditional switch-based network architecture are obvious, and
the increasingly complex network protocols have made net-
work operation and maintenance more complicated and
more challenging in management and configuration. The
emergence of software-defined networking (SDN) has chan-
ged the existing network infrastructure, shielding the under-
lying physical network differences and meeting the needs of
IIoT security, management, applications and other require-
ments, thus becoming an innovative network architecture
suitable for IIoT heterogeneous scenarios.

Nowadays, it is very costly to complete the networkwide
deployment of the SDN in a short period, so there will be the
coexistence of the SDN network and the current mainstream
IP network. Accordingly, the hybrid SDN model indicates
the coexisting network architecture [2]. The hybrid SDN
model inherits SDN security flaws such as topology poison-
ing attacks [3], new-flow attacks [4], blackhole attacks, gray-
hole attacks, Sybil attacks, and other security threats. In
addition to internal and external attacks, devices in the
hybrid SDN require the interaction of secure data trading.
Therefore, we provide solid solutions for hybrid SDN to pro-
vide trusted judgment for intradomain nodes and remote
attestation for cross-domain nodes, to ensure the security
of the dynamic operating environment of IIoTs and the
security of the data trading source.

The legacy IP and SDN networks interconnect, and the
data trading demands of intradomain or cross-domain
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devices exist in both network architectures. The data trading
with untrusted devices is unsecured, so it is necessary to per-
form trust judgment for the data trading source, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. Because of the heterogeneity of device
nodes, the trusted judgment methods for devices are hard
to unify [5]. The SDN control node as the manager of the
SDN domain builds the trust chain for the trust measure-
ment of the devices, as seen in Figure 1(a). However, there
are no management nodes in the IP domain, and the nodes
make trusted judgments by each other, as seen in
Figure 1(b). Due to the SDN and IP domains cannot com-
municate directly, cross-domain devices must exchange
their identity information and trust values to judge whether
the other party is trusted or not, as seen in Figure 1(c). The
trusted judgment of cross-domain devices exploits the
remote attestation mechanism proposed by TCG [6]. In
hybrid SDN, we adopt the remote attestation mechanism
to prove the trusted transmitter by sending relevant infor-
mation such as node identity information and trust value
to the remote node for verification. It is necessary to propose
a signature scheme to prevent falsifying the message.

In hybrid SDN, IP and SDN networks can be treated as
two separate groups, so the remote attestation scheme is
suited to exploit the group signature. The group signature
scheme can only indicate that the signer is from the group,
which does not expose the node privacy and trace the signer
when it is questioned. Since IIoT is a dynamic changeable
network, the node trust value is closely related to the
changes in the surrounding environment, such as the busi-
ness execution and the states of the neighboring nodes. If
the node is untrusted, it will not be able to participate in
the signature process as a group member. Nevertheless, most
group signature models do not consider the member revoca-
tion operation [7]. As a result, the group signature scheme
which supports dynamic joining and revocation of group
members is more suitable for the dynamic operating envi-
ronment of IIoT nodes.

To ensure the security of data trading, it is necessary to
confirm that the data trading source node is trusted. In this
paper, we build the standardized description models of the
intradomain nodes at first for the SDN and IP domains in
the hybrid SDN architecture. Based on the standardized
model, we calculate the trust value of the intradomain nodes
by their respective feature evaluation functions. The cross-
domain devices realize the remote attestation by a group sig-
nature to judge whether the data trading source node is
trusted or not to enhance the security of IIoT data trading.
Our paper makes the following contributions:

(i) By analyzing the operating environment of devices,
tasks, and devices in hybrid SDN architecture, we
build the standardized models using multidimen-
sional attributes, network states, and interaction
behaviors of the IIoT nodes in the SDN and IP
domains

(ii) By setting the feature evaluation function, we pro-
pose the trusted judgment models of the intrado-
main nodes, complete the calculation of the node

trust values, and verify the correctness of the trusted
judgment process in simulation experiments

(iii) By using the remote attestation mechanism for
cross-domain nodes, we propose a group signature
scheme that supports dynamic joining and revoca-
tion of group members and has less computation
and higher efficiency; meanwhile, the security of
the scheme is proved under the standardized model

In Section 2, we describe the related work. Section 3
describes the hybrid SDN architecture and the standardized
models in SDN domain and IP domain. We detail the imple-
mentation of the intradomain trusted judgment in Section 4.
Section 5 realizes a group signature scheme and the security
analysis. Section 6 is the simulation experiments for the
trusted judgment and the group signature scheme. We con-
clude our work in Section 7.

2. Related Work

SDN is a novel network model; although SDN can be
applied for IIoTs and dynamically perform different IIoT
tasks in heterogeneous network scenarios, the openness of
SDN leads to the possibility of serious security threats [8].
Liu et al. [9] proposed an SDN-based secure connectivity
model for IIoTs, to safeguard the network by controlling
the data flow and using a combination of channel and tag
protocols to solve the routing security problem. But the
security mechanism of the model is too complex, with poor
real-time response and high energy consumption. Zhou et al.
[10] combined trusted computing technology with the SDN
network architecture to ensure the security and trust of the
control domain in the SDN by using the SDN controller as
the trusted root and measuring the device hardware, boot
sequence, controller operating system, communication
module, controller policy application, and other modules
and network devices as the trusted chain transfer rules.
The model relies on a security-trusted hardware platform
and requires a costly reconstruction of the SDN controller.

The abstract description of devices in IIoTs is the key to
building a secure and trusted IIoTs. There are several stan-
dardized description models for IIoT scenarios. Chen et al.
[11] proposed multidimensional attributes of the IIoT nodes
in edge computing, and a comprehensive trust aggregation
algorithm is implemented by the subject node for the trusted
judgment using the unified quantification. The model real-
izes trust attributes in the edge computing environment as
a domain and lacks the security for cross-domain nodes.
Zheng et al. [12] proposed a trust management mechanism
for the wireless sensor network by calculating the trust
values to achieve dynamic adaptive adjustment. The model
uses a distributed networking structure to realize local trust
measurement and global trust measurement for the selection
and update of management nodes. The model is applicable
to wireless sensor network architectures and only considers
the distributed IIoT scenario.

The trusted IIoT data trading is built on the basis of the
trusted data source. Yu et al. [13] discussed three IIoT data
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source security models and defined the security of each
model, discussed the security challenges faced by different
applications, and proposed security strategies for different
attacks. However, the network models are from specific
security threats and are less capable of dealing with
unknown security threats. Gong et al. [14] proposed a
trusted authentication scheme for IIoT data sources based
on a trusted hierarchy, which uses a threshold group signa-
ture scheme to achieve trusted authentication of data
sources. The group signature scheme lacks a revocation
mechanism and is not applicable to the dynamic trusted
judgment process. Liu et al. [15] proposed a distributed IIoT
systems for smart cities, which builds a subdomain network
by blockchain real-time reviewing of transaction nodes and
adopts ring signature to ensure the privacy and security of
data signature.

In general, the existing trust models and remote attesta-
tion schemes are not suitable for hybrid SDN. Legacy IP and
SDN are different in networking models, devices, and proto-
col configurations. Therefore, it is necessary to redefine the
node attributes and operational behaviors for hybrid SDN
and study the intradomain and cross-domain trusted judg-
ment mechanism which is applicable to hybrid SDN.

3. The Standardized Models for Hybrid SDN

3.1. Hybrid SDN Architecture. SDN cannot connect directly
with legacy IP network due to the difference in message
exchange mode; the hybrid SDN architecture is to be
formed. Hybrid SDN networks are divided into the SDN
autonomous system (SAS) and IP autonomous system
(IPAS). The SAS is a centralized framework by the SDN con-
troller as the manager, while IPAS is a distributed frame-
work, with SAS and IPAS bridged by a gateway, as shown
in Figure 2. The IP and SDN is hybrid in topology and
divided into two domains, which face compatibility prob-
lems and security challenges in both domains [16].

The SAS contains an SDN controller, OpenFlow
switches, legacy routers, legacy switches, middleware, agent,
and IIoT devices. In Figure 2, the yellow table is the flow
table which indicates that the device is under SDN control,
and the green table is the legacy routing table. There are sev-
eral networking models for SDN and IP networks to coexist:
(1) a networkwide SDN in which SDN controllers manage
OpenFlow switches and IIoT nodes: the mode is simple to
deploy as the SDN controller performs all the management
roles in the network, but not all legacy devices support
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Figure 1: The process of trusted judgment for the intradomain or cross-domain nodes.
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centralized management protocols. The SDN controller can
execute the communication protocol by itself without proto-
col translation. A networkwide SDN mode is costly in the
process of upgrading legacy network scenarios [17]. In terms
of security, the problem of a single-point failure in the net-
workwide SDN controller is fatal, as illustrated by the red
line in Figure 2. (2) Incremental deployment of SDN in leg-
acy networks: the SDN controller uses the middleware to
change the configuration of legacy devices by parsing the
original IP legacy protocol to interact with the SDN switch
in standard mode. The SDN switch does not need to sup-
port all OpenFlow features in the middleware mode. The
middleware node is illustrated in the left diagram of
Figure 2. (3) Legacy router/switch deployment in the SDN
domain: an agent to implement the OpenFlow protocol is
added to the legacy device to communicate with the con-
troller without any changes applied to the controller. The
bottleneck of the agent limits the scalability of the network,
as illustrated by the agent node in the left diagram of
Figure 2. A comparison of hybrid SDN networking models
is shown in Table 1.

3.2. The SAS Intradomain Standardized Model. The SDN
architecture defined by the ONF organization is divided into
three layers [18], as illustrated in Figure 3. The SDN network
infrastructure consists of switches, routers, middleware, and
SDN network protocols. The SDN control plane executes the
protocols and software, including the southbound protocol,
network operating system, northbound open interface, and
application layer software. OpenFlow is the most widely
used southbound interface standard in SDN, connecting
the controller and forwarding devices to achieve separation
of the control plane and data plane. The northbound inter-
face is an open interface to business applications that con-
nects the control plane and application plane. The SDN
controller (SDN network operating system) is a centralized
scheduler of various resources in the network to provide ser-
vices for traffic engineering, mobile and wireless networks,
network measurement and monitoring, network security,
and data center networks. The SAS intradomain standard-
ized model is proposed as follows.

3.2.1. SAS Device Attribute Description Vector. The core
functions of the SDN controller include forwarding device
management, forwarding rule calculation, and resource
management, which realize the centralized management of
SDN. A single-node controller architecture is illustrated in
the middle of Figure 3. SDN controller attributes are
denoted by the 7-tuple DC = ðid, ds, im, cm, CS, CM, CAÞ,
where id indicates the controller identity (including network
identification number, authentication key, and additional
access information); ds indicates the digest value of the
stored information component in the controller, which is
used to store and manage all SDN information; and im is
the digest value of the information processing component,
which is used to configure various rules of the forwarding
device, im = ðft, gt, mt, ppÞ. OpenFlow switches consist of
ports and flow tables, group tables, and meter tables. The
set of ports is denoted by pp. The flow table ft is the forward-
ing table digest value for data flow. A data flow corresponds
with a flow table entry, and the mapping of the source and
destination flow tables is configured by the specific forward-
ing device. The group table gt is defined as a set of action
buckets that can be used by multiple flow table entries to
achieve multicast, load balancing, disaster tolerant backup,
and aggregation functions. The meter table mt provides
QoS for OpenFlow switches by metering flows and setting
speed limit rules. cm is the control management component,
which represents the communication overhead of the con-
troller. The component is responsible for connecting various
forwarding devices of SDN networks and managing the flow
table states. CS denotes the mapping relationship of the ith
controller instance Xi and the w switches attached to it. If
CS contains SDN middleware or agent in the hybrid SDN
structure (see Figure 2), CM denotes the mapping relation-
ship of Xi and the middleware which belongs to it, and CA
denotes the mapping relationship of Xi and the agent which
belongs to it.

The other nodes must register their device attributes
information to the SDN controller when they are first acces-
sing to network. The network nodes and IIoT nodes consist
of device identification id, device type dt, device hardware
information ho, basis software, and configuration protocol
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IoT node

IoT node

IoT node

IoT node

Middleware

AgentLegacy switch

Legacy switch

Legacy switch
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Openflow switch2
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Figure 2: Hybrid SDN Architecture (left is the SAS domain, right is the IPAS domain, and the gateway connects two domains).
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information hs, which are described by the 4-tuple WNN
= ðid, dt, ho, hsÞ.

3.2.2. SAS Network Attribute Description Vector. In SDN
networks, the bandwidth is bw, the trading delay is td, the
flow table lifetime is tt, and the time delay is tl. Therefore,
the following 4-tuple is defined to describe the network attri-
butes NS = ðbw, td, tt, tlÞ, where the trading delay td repre-
sents the time gap from the entry of the packet into
processing to the end of being processed, assuming that
the beginning time is t1 and the end time is t2, then td = t2
− t1. The flow table lifetime tt indicates the flow table exis-
tence time, and the value tt impacts the switch forwarding
speed; the larger means the longer occupied the switch time,
the more load for the flow table to process. The time delay tl

indicates the time that a packet is sent from the source to the
destination and consists of the link trading delay, signal
propagation time on the link, node queuing, and processing
time, tl =∑m

i=1ðp/bwi + tdiÞ +∑n
j=1ðtqj + tsjÞ, where p is the

packet group size, bwi is the bandwidth, tdi is the signal
propagation delay, tqj is the node queuing time, and tsj is

the node processing time.

3.2.3. SAS Link State Description Vector. The SDN link states
include the node addition and deletion, link alteration, and
the topology states. The SDN network topology is repre-
sented by a 3-tuple Topo = ðN , P, LÞ,where N denote the
set of nodes, P denotes the set of ports, and L denotes the
set of links in topology. Lðp1, p2Þ denotes the data flow from

Table 1: Comparison of hybrid SDN networking models.

Networking model SDN components Protocol conversion Communication scope Scalability & robustness

Networkwide SDN Controller/switches/nodes N/A SDN internal
Impacted by SDN

controller performance

SDN middleware Controller/middleware/nodes
Middleware parsing

protocol
At least one SDN

device
Restricted by protocol

parsing

SDN agent
Controller/legacy switches &

agents/nodes
Agent parsing

protocol
All nodes limited by

agents
Limited by controller loads

Hybrid SDN
Controller/switches/gateways/legacy

switches & routers/nodes
VLAN gateway Networkwide

Dependent on network
architecture

Network
service

Topology
discovery

SDN management
program

Access
control

IoT node Legacy router Open flow switch Middleware Protocol

Event
distribution

Data
storage

Network operating system

Information
management

Northbound interface protocol
(RESTCONF/NETCONF)

Southbound interface protocol
(Openflow)

Control
management

Network
virtualization

Traffic
engineering

Wireless
networks

Network
measuring

Data center
network

Network
security

SDN programing
language

SDN special
program

Application layer (application plane)

Network infrastructure layer (Data plane)

APP

Figure 3: The SDN network architecture (the ONF organization defines three layers, including control plane, data plane, and application
plane).
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port p1 to port p2, p1, p2 ∈ P. When p1, p2 belong to the same
node, L indicates a data link from port p1 in to port p2 out in
a node; when p1, p2 belong to different nodes, L indicates a
data link through port p1 to port p2. Then, Topoi = ðNi, Pi,
LiÞ and Topoj = ðNj, Pj, LjÞ denote the network topology
states at the ith moment and the jth moment. ΔTopoi⟶j

denotes the topology changes, ΔTopoj = ðΔNi⟶j, ΔPi⟶j, Δ
Li⟶jÞ, where ΔNi⟶j denotes the set of node changes from

the ith to the jth moment, ΔNi⟶j = f∑k∈1,2⋯ ± nv
kg, where

nv ∈N means nodes, ± means add/delete nv nodes by device
management module in controller, if ΔNi⟶j =NULL means
no change in device nodes. ΔPi⟶j denotes the set of port
changes from the ith to the jth moment, ΔPi⟶j = f∑±p
ðnvÞug, where pðnvÞu denotes the uth port of node nv, ±
denotes port enabled/disabled, and the port addition/deletion
depends on the data forwarding rule ΔLi⟶j. ΔLi⟶j denotes
the changes of data links from the ith to the jth moment, Δ
Li⟶j = f∑±Lðpu1ðnaÞ, pu2ðnbÞÞg, where ±Lðpu1ðnaÞ, pu2ðnbÞÞ
indicates the link change from the port u1 of node na into
the port u2 output of node nb, na, nb ∈N, pu1ðnaÞ, pu2ðnbÞ ∈
P. If there is no change in the device node, topology switching
is performed based on the data of ΔLi⟶j in ΔTopoi⟶j.

3.2.4. SAS Application Task Description Vector. Given that
the set of k tenants in SAS is O = fo1, o2,⋯, okg, n applica-
tions represented the set A = fa1, a2,⋯, ang; each applica-
tion runs m tasks represented by the set S = fs1, s2,⋯, smg;
the mapping relationship between controller and switches
is CS; the w × nmapping relationship is constructed between
w switches and n applications, represented by SA; the k × n
mapping relationship is constructed between k tenants and
n applications as TA; and the n ×m mapping relationship
is constructed between n applications and m tasks as OA;
then, the SDN application tasks can be described by the 4-
tuple AT = ðCS, SA, TA, OAÞ.

The SAS standardized model can be composed of device
attributes description vector DC, network attributes descrip-
tion vector NS, link states description vector Topo, and
application tasks description vector AT; thus, the SDN
single-controller mapping model is represented by the 5-
tuple NSC = ðDC,WNN, NS, Topo, ATÞ.

3.3. The IPAS Intradomain Standardized Model. There are
some heterogeneous networks in IIoT scenarios, with the
difference in hardware and software attributes, deployment
locations, task states, computing capabilities, and network
data trading capabilities of the nodes. Building a mapping
model of IIoT nodes is critical to complete IIoT security
and trust. A unified mapping model for IIoT devices in IPAS
is shown as follows.

3.3.1. IIoT Device Raw Attribute Description Vector. The
IIoT devices are identified by attributes solidified in devices,
such as the device profile information about the device hard-
ware type, vendor, product name, version number, and
device verification information. The software attributes con-
sist of firmware, communication protocols, third-party

libraries, and operating system information. Firmware is a
software module to accomplish the communication between
various types of devices in order to overcome the problem of
heterogeneous communication protocols. The device identi-
fication is id, the hardware device information digest value is
denoted by hn, and the basic software digest value is denoted
by hs; then, the 3-tuple NN = ðid, hn, hsÞ is used as the iden-
tification information of the IIoT heterogeneous node entity.

3.3.2. IIoT Network Attribute Description Vector. A set of
network addresses is present by the node source address,
destination address, and MAC address as na, np is present
as the set of ports, network bandwidth as nb, the selected
channel as nc, the requested data as nq, the actual sending
data as nd, the response time as nt, the IIoT heterogeneous
network environment can be represented by the 7-tuple NS
= ðna, np, nb, nc, nq, nd, ntÞ.

3.3.3. IIoT Link State Description Vector. The IP network
routers are interconnected through links, usually indicated
by the unweighted undirected connectivity diagram [17].
Topo = ðV , EÞ is present the state of links, where V denotes
the set of routers, switches, and IIoT nodes and E denotes
the set of links. There are two link instances Topoi and
Topoj, and the change of nodes ΔVi⟶j using the intersec-
tion of two-node sets is presented by ΔVi⟶j = jVi

T
V jj,

and the change of links is presented by ΔEi⟶j = jEi
T

Ejj.

3.3.4. IIoT Application Task Description Vector. IIoT nodes
collect data, forward the data, and even provide services.
The composite tasks execute in multiapplication multitask-
ing scenarios. In Δt, NA = fna1, na2,⋯, nang denotes the
set of all applications running at a node instance, and the
subtasks set running at an application instance is presented
by NT = fnt1, nt2,⋯, ntmg. Each subtask can only connect
one channel in a time period, and the channel set is presented
byNC = fnc1, nc2,⋯, nckg. The application tasks of the node
are presented as the 3-tuple NAT = ðNA, NT, NCÞ.

The IIoT devices in IPAS are interconnected using IP
protocols. The IPAS node is mapped by building multidi-
mensional attributes such as raw attributes NN, network
attributes NS, link states Topo, and application tasks NAT.
Thus, the IPAS node can be represented by the 4-tuple
NIP = ðNN, NS, Topo, NATÞ.

4. A Trusted Judgment Model for Hybrid SDN

4.1. The Definition of the Trusted Judgment Model. In the
hybrid SDN scenario, the trusted judgment methods are dif-
ferent based on the networking models of SAS and IPAS.
Because of the centralized networking in SAS, the controller
as the manager evaluates other nodes according to the fea-
ture evaluation function to judge whether they are trusted.
In IPAS, there is no management node; hence, the nodes
are equal to each other; thus, the feature evaluation function
needs to be developed by the collaboration of the nodes and
then judge which nodes are trusted by the feature evaluation
function. All operations of the abnormal nodes in domains
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will be strictly restricted. The definition of trusted judgment
is shown as follows.

Proposition 1 (SAS feature evaluation function). Suppose
there exists a group Gs, the mapping model of nodes in SAS
is NSC, the SDN controller is the management node, the node
rule calculation function is Gs is FV , and the trust value of
node Xi is calculated by the feature evaluation function
MSASð·Þ, then the node trust value is calculate as TrustXi =
MSASðNSC, FVÞ.

Proposition 2 (IPAS feature evaluation function). Suppose
there exists a group Gs, the mapping of nodes in IPAS is
NIP, the node rule calculation function is FV ′, and the trust
value of node Xi is calculated by the feature evaluation func-
tion MIPð·Þ, then the node trust value is calculate as TrustXi

=MIPðNIP, FV ′Þ.

Proposition 3 (Trusted judgment). Set a trust value bound-
ary threshold Ht at each autonomous system; if the node trust
value TrustXi <Ht , the node is judged to be abnormal and all
the operations of the node are restricted.

4.2. The SAS Intradomain Trusted Judgment Model. The
trusted judgment model is realized based on the standard-
ized model in Section 3, and the following logically describes
the process of trusted judgment for nodes in SAS and IPAS.
Assuming that the SDN controller as the management node
in SAS is trusted, it is necessary to perform the trusted judg-
ment for the connected devices, as described in Section 3, the
control node measures the network nodes such as router,
switch, middleware and the common IIoT nodes to ensure
the global trust value in the SAS domain, as demonstrated
in Figure 4.

4.2.1. Node Device Metric. In SAS, the IIoT devices request to
access the network for the first time or the global trust value
is lower than the threshold that needs to evaluate, based on
the device attributes description vector WNN= ðdt, id, ho,
hfÞ of the nodes as input. The digest value of the node hard-
ware and software is judged by the feature evaluation func-
tion MSASð·Þ whether the IIoT node is trusted, and the
IIoT node trusted evaluation is performed by the network
node. In case x is the superior node and ðx:dt, x:ho, x:hsÞ
denotes the device type, hardware, and software information
submitted at the first registration period to x; the device trust
value of the nodes MSAS1ðWNN, ∧Þ in SAS is calculated by

MSAS1 WNN,∧ð Þ = x:id∧idð Þ x:dt∧dtð Þ x:ho∧hoð Þ x:hs∧hsð Þ:
ð1Þ

IIoT node submits attributes such as device information
when it is registered, and the superior node will compare the
submitted information with the one registered to judge
whether the node is a fake or not. And MSAS1ðWNN,∧Þ = 1
indicates that basic information such as node software and
hardware is not forged.

4.2.2. Dynamic Behavior Metric. The node device metric is
only a verification of the identity, and the dynamic behavior
metric of the node is also necessary. The node network attri-
butes NS = ðbw, td, tt, tlÞ reflect the network quality level.
Assuming the network state expectation set by the SDN con-
troller at time t is EðNSÞ, the cosine similarity is used to calcu-
late the network state similarity function to decide the network
environment similarity f NS = EðNSÞ · NS/jEðNSÞjjNSj. The
data trading latency td must be in the tolerable range, with a
threshold value of θ. If td > θ, the probability of the attacked
node is increased and the data trading delay metric value is

T td =
tdðtd−θÞ/θ, td > θ

td, otherwise

(
. The malicious node drops spe-

cific packets by probabilistic forwarding or by spoofing, tam-
pering, or retransmitting routing information through
routing loops. Therefore, the data forwarding amount and
the repetition rate can be used to detect the abnormal behavior
of the node. The data forwarding of the node can be obtained
from the flow table for the requested data forwarding amount
fq and the actual data forwarding amount fs and the data rep-
etition rate φ; then, the actual forwarding ratio value of the
node is T fs = fs · log2ð1 + ðfs/ðfq + 1ÞÞÞ. The threshold value
of data forwarding repetition rate is δ, if φ > δ; it is possible
to occur the blackhole attack and the repetition rate for for-

warding behavior is Tφ =
fqð1 − δφÞ, φ < δ

0, otherwise

(
.

In summary, the node dynamic metric can reflect the
impact of the anomalous nodes. The node dynamic behavior
trust value MSAS2ðNS, f NSÞ is defined by the network envi-
ronment similarity, data trading delay metric, the actual for-
warding ratio value, and the data repetition rate. Thus,
MSAS2ðNS, f NSÞ is calculated by

MSAS2 NS, f NSð Þ = f NS εtd · T td + εfs · T fs + εφ · Tφ

À Á
, ð2Þ

where εtd , εf s, and εφ denotes the weights, and εtd + εf s + εφ
= 1.

4.2.3. Task Execution Environment Metric. The node opera-
tional state is dynamic, and the node task execution is used
to evaluate whether the node operation is as expected. The
accuracy and dynamics of the node metric require checking
the node behavior change in the time window Δt. And the
node behavior change is denoted by BN = fΔTopoi⟶j, ATg,
the expected behavior of the node is presented by BN

�! = fΔ
Topoi⟶j, ATg, and the Jaccard similarity coefficient is used

to calculate the execution environment trust value MSAS3ðBN
, BN�!Þ by

MSAS3 BN, BN�!� �
=

Jaccard BN, BN�!� �
1 + Jaccard BN, BN�!� � · BNj j + BN�!��� ���� �

,

ð3Þ
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where JaccardðBN, BN�!Þ = jBNT
BN�!j/jBNS

BN�!j de
notes the Jaccard similarity coefficient of the set BN with

BN�!. The larger the MSAS3ðBN, BN
�!Þ value, the more similar

to the actual operational behavior of the node and the
expected behavior, as well as the higher the dynamic behavior
trust value. Jaccard similarity coefficient can be used to quickly
estimate the similarity of two sets using the MinHash algo-
rithm [19].

4.2.4. Global Trust Value of the Node. The node global trust
value is aggregated by the node device trust value MSAS1ð
WNN, ∧Þ, the node dynamic behavior trust value MSAS2ðNS
, f NSÞ, and the node task environment trust value MSAS3ðBN
, BN�!Þ. If the node device trust value is 0, the node is faked.
The global trust value of the node TrustXi is calculated by

TrustXi
=MSAS1 WNN,∧ð Þ α ·MSAS2 NS, f NSð Þ + β ·MSAS3 BN, BN�!� �� �

,

ð4Þ

where α and β denote the weights, α + β = 1.
In SAS, the controller performs the security situation

assessment of each node, including initial integrity verifica-
tion and dynamic behavior verification. If the trust value of
the node is higher than the given trusted threshold, the node
is considered trusted; otherwise, the node is untrusted to
restrict the node operation to ensure the SAS domain is
trusted.

4.3. The IPAS Intradomain Trusted Judgment Model. In
IPAS, the security situation assessment of the node in the
distributed network is realized by its neighbor nodes. The
node using store-and-forward messages can obtain the rec-
ommendation trust value by the neighbor nodes, as illus-
trated in Figure 5.

4.3.1. Direct Recommendation Trust Value. In IPAS, the
node is connected to the network and exchanges identity
information with neighbor nodes to be evaluated, moreover,
let node Xj evaluate node Xi has a times normal interaction
and b times abnormal interaction. The interaction result
obeys the betaðpja, bÞ distribution, and p is the posterior

probability of ða, bÞ [20]. According to the Bayesian trust
model, the expectation is used as the trust value, the directly
recommendation trust value MIP1ða, bÞ can be calculated by

MIP1 a, bð Þ = E beta p a, bjð Þð Þ = a + 1
a + b + 2

: ð5Þ

The Bayesian trust model only considers the interaction
among nodes and does not consider the effect of the recom-
mendation trust value on the current nodes, such as the
decline of trust value with the increase of time. Assume in
the time window Δt, for the nodeXi, the sequence of n directly
recommendation trust values is fM1,M2,⋯,Mng. LetM1 be
a trust value of node Xi with the longest time, and Mn is the
trust value at the current time. The decay function exhibits
that the node trust value decays according to the changes of
the execution times n, so the decay function is defined as

HðiÞ = 1 i = n

Hði − 1Þ =HðiÞ − ð1/nÞ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(
, where HðiÞ ∈

½0, 1�.
A reward/punishment factor is used to evaluate the suc-

cessful/failed interaction behavior of nodes, then the reward/
punishment factor is set to FðxÞ =NðxÞ/ðNðaÞ +NðbÞÞ,
where x = ða, bÞ indicates successful interaction or failed
interaction behavior, NðaÞ is the number of successful
interactions, and NðbÞ is the number of failed interactions.
The reward value Ri of the current node is related to the
times i that the node is judged to be trusted and the reward
value Ri−1 of the previous time. The node reward factor is
FðxÞR and the punishment factor is FðxÞF , so the node

reward/punishment value can be calculated by RiðFðxÞÞ =

Ri−1 ∗ ð1 + FðxÞi−1R Þ
Ri−1 ∗ ð1 − FðxÞÞi−1P

(
. The trust value is decayed with time

while the reward/punishment factor needs to be updated.
When a node completes an interaction, if the interaction
behavior is a successful interaction, it is counted in the
sequence MðaijÞ, then aij =∑n

i=1Ri ·HðiÞ ·MðaijÞ. If the
interaction is failed, it is counted in the sequence MðbijÞ,
then bij =∑n

i=1Ri ·HðiÞ ·MðbijÞ. aij and bij are substituted

Control node

Network node

IoT node

SAS Domain Global trust

Device trust Device trust

Behavior trust
Execution

environment trust

Similarity evaluation of network environment

Behavior trust

Figure 4: The trusted judgment model in SAS (including the trusted judgment of SDN controller, network nodes, and IIoT nodes).
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into the Bayesian trust model (Equation (5)); then, the
direct recommendation trust value MIP1 of the node is cal-
culated in

MIP1 aij, bij
À Á

=
aij + 1

aij + bij + 2
: ð6Þ

4.3.2. Indirect Recommendation Trust Value. For the dis-
tributed networking model, the neighbor nodes need to be
evaluated comprehensively, as shown by the blue line in
Figure 4, where malicious nodes may raise or devalue the
trust value of the evaluated node. Let the initial recommen-
dation trust value sequence for the node Xi be mr1,mr2,
⋯,mrk, and the direct recommendation trust mathematical
expectation is EðmrÞ = 1/k∑k

i=1mri, and calculate the recom-
mendation trust and its mathematical expectation trust
similarity as the deviation of the trust data; the further
away from the expected value the smaller the weight, the
more likely it is to be malicious and defamatory. The
Euclidean distance similarity discrimination is used to cal-

culate the trust data evaluation dispersion as f mri
= jEðmrÞ

−mrij/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑k

i=1ðEðmrÞ −mriÞ2
q

. According to the indirect rec-

ommendation trust value and its weight, the indirect rec-
ommendation trust value is MIP2, as shown by

MIP2 mri, f mri

� �
= 〠

k

i=1
1 − f mri

� �
·mri: ð7Þ

4.3.3. Global Trust Value of the Node. With the distributed
networking model of IPAS, the global trust value of the
evaluated node Xi at the moment t merges the direct rec-
ommendation trust value and the indirect recommenda-
tion trust value, and the global trust value TrustXi is
calculated by

TrustXi
= α ·MIP1 aij, bij

À Á
· +β ·MIP2 Xi, f mri

� ��
, ð8Þ

where α and β are the adaptive weight of direct rec-
ommendation trust and indirect recommendation trust,
and α + β = 1. The information entropy HðMIP1Þ,HðMIP2
Þ is used to determine the weights corresponding to each
indicator to overcome the limitations of empirically
weights [20]; then α and β are calculated as follows:

α =
1 − H MIP1ð Þ/log2 MIP1ð Þð Þ

1 − H MIP1ð Þ/log2 MIP1ð Þð Þð Þ + 1 − H MIP2ð Þ/log2 MIP2ð Þð Þð Þ ,

β =
1 − H MIP2ð Þ/log2 MIP2ð Þð Þ

1 − H MIP1ð Þ/log2 MIP1ð Þð Þð Þ + 1 − H MIP2ð Þ/log2 MIP2ð Þð Þð Þ :

ð9Þ

The security situation assessment of IIoT nodes in
IPAS, if the trust value of the node is larger than the
threshold value, the node is considered to be trusted; oth-
erwise, the node is untrusted, and the node operation is
restricted to ensure the IPAS domain is trusted.

5. Group Signature Scheme and
Security Analysis

5.1. Difficult Problems and Assumptions of the Group
Signature. In hybrid IP/SDN architecture, a node in SAS
transmits data to a remote node in IPAS, the sending node
needs to show it is trusted to the remote node firstly, and
then the remote node verifies the identity of the sending
node and verifies the sending node is trusted to the superior
node based on its trust value. We propose a remote attesta-
tion scheme using group signature that any member in the
group can sign on behalf of it. Our group signature scheme
is based on the q-SDH assumption and the concept is
defined as follows.

Theorem 4 (Bilinear mapping). Let G1,G2, and GT are mul-
tiplicative cyclic groups of order prime p and g1, g2 are the
generating elements of the group G1,G2. Given a mapping
e : G1 ×G2 ⟶GT , for any a, b∈Rℤ∗

p , there exists eðga
1, gb2Þ

= eðg1, g2Þab.

IoT node

Forwarding node
Direct recommendation trust

Global trust

IPAS domain

Indirect recommendation trust

Figure 5: The distributed networking and trusted judgment model in IPAS (including direct recommendation trust and indirect
recommendation trust).
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Theorem 5 (Computational Diffie-Hellman problem,
CDH). Let there exist a, b∈Rℤ∗

p and g, ga, gb ∈G. Given the

tuple <g, ga, gb > under the unknown a, b condition, it is dif-
ficult to compute gab.

Theorem 6 (q-strong Diffie-Hellman, q-SDH assumption).
Let a∈Rℤp. Given as input a ðq + 1Þ-tuple ðg, ga, ga2 ,⋯, gaqÞ
∈Gt+1, for every adversary Aq−SDH , the probability Pr½
Aq−SDHðg, ga, ga2 ,⋯, gaqÞ = ðx, g1/ðx+aÞÞ� ≥ ε for any value of
x ∈ℤp, ε is the negligible quantity.

5.2. The Scheme of the Group Signature. The group signature
scheme is firstly required to construct a group, consisting of
a group manager GM and several group members Ui. In
hybrid SDN, the SDN controller and IP gateway act as GM
of their separate group, and the IIoT node as group member
Ui to sign for external signatures, and the signed message is
the global trust value of the node. GM generates the group
public key Gpk and private key Gsk, Ui negotiates with
GM the signature private key Uski, and GM adds the regis-
tration information item about Ui to the group registry
Reg½i�. The node trust value TrustXi is signed by group pub-
lic key Gpk and user private key Uski to group signature Si.
The verification of the signature is implemented by the
group public key Gpk, the message TrustXi, and the group
signature Si. If Si is the group signature of message TrustXi,
the node is the trusted source of data trading and submits
the trust value TrustXi to the superior node to judge whether
the trust value is higher than the threshold value to judge
whether secure data trading can be realized or not. If the
identity of the signer is questioned, the signature can be
opened to find out the identity of the group member based
on the group signature Si and the GM private key Gsk and
the registry entry Reg½i�. When a group member revokes its
signature from the group, GM gets a new revocation item
by using the group public key Gpk, private key Gsk, and
Reg½i� as input and adds it to the revocation list (RL). After
the revocation, the new signature private key Usk′i is calcu-
lated based on the member private key Uski in RL. The
group signature scheme includes system parameter creation
setup, signature, verification, and signature open and signa-
ture revoke processes.

5.2.1. Setup. Randomly select three bilinear mapping cyclic
groups G1,G2,GT of order large prime p, where the bilinear
mapping of G1,G2,GT satisfies e : G1 ×G2 ⟶GT , given
Hu : f0, 1g∗ ⟶ f0, 1gnu and Hm : f0, 1g∗ ⟶ f0, 1gnm are
collision-free Hash function that maps the message to the
required length. The group manager GM selects the genera-
tion element of G1, G2 is g1, g2, then randomly selected the
secret value y∈Rℤ

∗
p , the group public key is Gpk = gy1, the

group private key is Gsk = y, and the system parameters
are ðg1, g2, p, Gpk,Hu,HmÞ.

GM selects xi∈Rℤ
∗
p and computes g1/xi+y1 to send to

group member Ui, and the user public key is Upki = gxi1 ,
and the user private key is Uski = σ = g1/xi+y1 . Ui uses Upki

to interact with GM when joining the group. The ID of user
Ui is a bit string of length nm, ID ⊆ f1, 2,⋯, nug. GM needs
to authenticate the user Ui, using the group private key Gsk
to sign the ID. Then, GM selects u ∈G2, the identity infor-
mation is R = gy

2 · ðu
Q

j∈IDujÞ, using the user private key Us
ki to sign R as π = ðRyÞ1/xi+y. We send the signature ðR, π, ð
u
Q

j∈IDujÞÞ to GM for verification and use the public key

Gpk and Upki to decrypt. If eðπ, Upki · GpkÞ = eðR, g1Þ,
the signature is valid, and Ui is a legal member of the group,
and GM adds the registry entry Reg½i� = ðUpki, Uski, xi, πÞ.
Otherwise, the signature is invalid, and the user is rejected
as a member of the group.

5.2.2. Signature. The group member Ui chooses α1, α2, δ1,
δ2, γ1, γ2, γ3∈Rℤ

∗
p , α = α1 + α2, and η = g1 = g2 to compute

λ1 = gα11 , λ2 = gα2
2 , and λ3 = σ · ηα with its private key and

computes d1 = λδ11 g
−γ1
1 , d2 = λδ12 g

−γ2
2 , and d3 = eðλ3, g2Þδ1 · e

ðη, g1Þδ2 · eðη, g2Þ−ðγ1+γ2Þ · eðg1, g2Þγ3 . By calculating the trust
value in the previous section, the global trust value Trusti of
the device node i is calculated to map it to a bit string ðmQ

j∈TrustmjÞ of length nm; then, the digest value c =Hmðλ1k
λ2kλ3kd1kd2kd3km

Q
j∈TrustmjÞ is calculated for the corre-

sponding group member Ui. Let ω1 = δ1 + c, ω2 = δ2 − c · α,
ω3 = γ3 + c, ω4 = γ1 + c · α1, and ω5 = γ2 + c · α2, and the sig-
nature of group member Ui is Si = ðλ1, λ2, λ3, c, ω1, ω2, ω3,
ω4, ω5Þ.

5.2.3. Verification. Firstly, the identities of the sending node
Ui and the remote node Vi of the two groups are verified.
The remote verifier Vi receives the signature Si = ðλ1, λ2, λ3
, c, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5Þ and trust value Trusti from the group
member Ui, and the remote verifier needs to verify the sig-

nature, and calculate ed1≟λω1
1 g−ω4

1 , ed2≟λω1
2 g−ω5

2 , ed3≟e
ðλ3, g2Þω1 · eðη, g1Þω2 · eðη, g2Þ−ðω4+ω5Þ · eðg1, g2Þω3 · eðλ3, ηÞc
· eðg1, g2Þ−c, and ~c≟Huðλ1kλ2kλ3k ed1k ed2k ed3kmQ

j∈Trustm′Þ.
If ~c is equal to c, it indicates that Si is a valid signature and
the verifier queries GM whether the trust value is trusted.
If the trust value is higher than the threshold value, it means
that the source of the data sending node is trusted. Other-
wise, the data trading is rejected.

5.2.4. Open. For traceability of signature, GM can open the
signature and find the identifier of the signer i. Firstly, verify
the signature Si as a valid signature, then get λ1, λ2, and λ3
from Si = ðλ1, λ2, λ3, c, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5Þ, and get the private
key of group member Ui by computing λ3/ðλ1 · λ2Þ = ðσ ·
ηαÞ/ðgα1

1 · gα2
2 Þ = ðσ · ηαÞ/ηα = σ. GM query σ at Reg½i�. GM

searches σ at Reg½i� and tracks the identity i corresponding
to Uski.

5.2.5. Revoke. If the node in hybrid SDN is untrusted, it can-
not participate in the group signature. Let the group member
who is revoked by GM is Uj, and after the revocation, there
are t group members left in the group; then, GM needs to
regenerate the group public key Gpk = gy1t1t and update the
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group private key to Gsk = y1t =
Qt

t=1yjt , update the member

private key to Uski = σ = g1/xi+y1t1t , and renew Reg½i�.
5.3. Security Analysis under the Standard Model. The group
signature scheme meets the security requirements such as
correctness, indistinguishability, anonymity, traceability,
forward security, and unforgeability. Security proof under
the standard model can provide better guarantees for the
design of the group signature scheme [21].

5.3.1. Correctness. The challenger needs to verify the correct-
ness of the signature when a signature is received. Verify
whether the identity information is satisfied.

e π, Upki · Gpkð Þ = e Ryð Þ1/ xi+yð Þ, g1/ xi+yð Þ
1 · gy1

� �
= e R, g1ð Þ:

ð10Þ

The challenger selects α1, α2, δ1, δ2, γ1, γ2, γ3 ∈ Rℤ
∗
p and

sends it to the verifier, the challenger calculates λ1, λ2, λ3,
d1, d2, d3, the verifier selects c as the challenge value, and
the challenger calculates ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5. Then,

~d1 = λω1
1 · g−ω4

1 = gα11
À Á δ1+cð Þ · g− γ1+c·α1ð Þ

1 = gα1·δ11 · g−γ11 = d1,

~d2 = λω1
2 g−ω5

2 = gα22
À Á δ1+cð Þ · g− γ2+c·α2ð Þ

2 = gα2·δ12 g−γ22 = d2,

~d3 = e λ3, g2ð Þω1 · e η, g1ð Þω2 · e g1, g2ð Þω3 · e η, g2ð Þ− ω4+ω5ð Þ

· e λ3, ηð Þ−c · e g1, g2ð Þ−c = e λ3, g2ð Þδ1+c · e η, g1ð Þδ2−c·α
· e g1, g2ð Þγ3+c · e η, g2ð Þ− γ1+c·α1+γ2+c·α2ð Þ · e λ3, ηð Þ−c · e g1, g2ð Þ−c

= e λ3, g2ð Þδ1 · e η, g1ð Þδ2 · e g1, g2ð Þγ3 · e η, g2ð Þ− γ1+γ2ð Þ

· e λ3, g2ð Þc · e η, g1ð Þ−c·α · e g1, g2ð Þc · e η, g2ð Þ− c·α1+c·α2ð Þ

· e λ3, ηð Þ−c · e g1, g2ð Þ−c = d3 · e λ3, g2ð Þc · e η, g1ð Þ−c·α
· e g1, g2ð Þc · e η, g2ð Þ−c·α · e λ3, ηð Þ−c · e g1, g2ð Þ−c = d3:

ð11Þ

The verification equations d1 = ed1, and d2 = ed2, and d3
= ed3 are verified, and the group signature scheme is proved
to be correct by the above derivation process.

5.3.2. Indistinguishability. Under the standard model, the
challenger gets the system parameters and sends them to
the attacker. The challenger can generate the group public
key Gpk and the member private key Uski. The challenger
selects the designcrypt oracle Hm from the private key σi0

,
σi1 of Ui0

,Ui1
based on the given message Trusti. If the chal-

lenger learns σ and chooses α1, α2 randomly, and computes
the values of λ1 = gα1

1 , λ2 = gα2
2 , and λ3 = σ · ηα, ðλ1, λ2, λ3Þ is

solved using a linear encryption scheme and generated by
the simulator is indistinguishable from the actual distribu-
tion. The adversary randomly selects ðλ1, λ2, λ3Þ, due to ω1
= δ1 + c, when c, ω1 is fixed, then δ1 is fixed, when α1 is

fixed, then λ1 = gα1
1 is fixed, and the value of d1 in d1 = λδ11

g−γ11 is consistent with the γ1 distribution. Randomly selects
c, ω2, in ω2 = δ2 + c · α, when c, ω2 is fixed, and α2 is fixed,

then λ2 = gα2
2 is fixed, due to α = α1 + α2, then δ2 is fixed,

so in d2 = λδ12 g
−γ2
2 , the value of d2 is consistent with the γ2

distribution. Similarly, the value of d3 is consistent with
the γ3 distribution. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish
the values obtained by the simulator from the actual values;
therefore, the group signature algorithm satisfies
indistinguishability.

5.3.3. Anonymity. The attacker is given the value ðλ1, λ2, λ3Þ
to ðd1, d2, d3Þ, and the message Trusti is known to get c =
Hmðλ1kλ2kλ3kd1kd2kd3ktrustiÞ. Hm : f0, 1g∗ ⟶ f0, 1gnm
is a collision-free Hash function; then, the attacker is able
to correctly return the group signature Si = ðλ1, λ2, λ3, c, ω1
, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5Þ to the challenger. The challenger can output
the guessed value based on the returned signature and send
the guessed value to the attacker. The attacker will give a
reply with the guessed result. ðλ1, λ2, λ3Þ is the guessed result
of one of the σi0 , σi1 . If the challenger can attack the ano-
nymity of the group signature with the advantage of ε, the
attacker can also attack the linear encryption scheme with
the advantage of ε. Therefore, the group signature scheme
satisfies anonymity.

5.3.4. Traceability. Given λ1, λ2, and λ3, the challenger is
able to select α1, α2, δ1, δ2, γ1, γ2, γ3∈Rℤ

∗
p and calculate ðλ1,

λ2, λ3, d1, d2, d3, c, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5Þ. It is known from λ3/ð
λ1 · λ2Þ = ðσ · ηαÞ/ðgα11 · gα22 Þ = ðσ · ηαÞ/ηα = σ that even if α,
α1, and α2 is unknowable, the private key of group member
Ui can still be traced, which satisfies full traceability.

5.3.5. Unforgeability. The group signature is a double-layer
signature, assuming that the challenger and the attacker
forge the signature with each other, then the attacker first
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Figure 6: SAS and IPAS domain distribution and construction
simulation (101 nodes and node centralized connection in SAS,
100 nodes and distributed connection in IPAS).
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uses the group private key Gsk to sign ID, the signature is
completed by the group manager GM, and the group mem-
ber Ui, and the signature is judged to be valid for the legiti-
mate members of the group, and then, the message Trusti is
signed by Si. In case the challenger sends a signature request
to get a forged group signature S∗i = ðλ1, λ2, λ3, d1, d2, d3, c,
ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5Þ, when the signature is challenged, GM
opens the signature to get σ∗i , that is, the attacker forges a
signature that can be traced to the identity. If σ∗i = σi, q − 1

ðσi, xiÞ pairs are obtained according to the q-SDH assump-
tion. When the signature is tracked with probability ε/n
and no questions are asked by the challenger for i to the
designcrypt oracle, the group signature algorithm satisfies
unforgeability.

5.3.6. Resistance to Joint Attack. The group signature scheme
is traceability and unforgeability, the only way to get the pri-
vate key Uski of the group member is to sign legitimately,
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Figure 7: The process of calculating trust values in the SAS domain. (a) Distribution of each trust component when the number of malicious
nodes accounts for 10%. (b) Distribution of each trust component when the number of malicious nodes accounts for 30%.
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and GM can open the signature to trace the signer Ui by the
registry entry Reg½i�. In case multiple group members col-
lude to forge a signature, GM traces the signature to discover
the forger, so the group signature can resist joint attacks.

5.3.7. Forward Security. The signature key of any group
member Ui is obtained Upki and Uski by selecting the secret
value xi∈Rℤ

∗
p . In case the signature key at the t moment is

Uskt , if Upki and Uski before the t moment are obtained,
each time the selected secret value is destroyed after use;
hence, the attacker cannot deduce the previous signature
key based on the key at the moment, and the group signature
scheme has forward security.

6. Experiments and Analysis

The experiments use Python to simulate the remote attesta-
tion scheme between nodes in the hybrid SDN architecture,
including the trusted judgment of nodes and the group sig-
nature scheme. The trust value of the node is calculated
according to Section 3, and when the trust value is lower
than the system setting threshold (0.8), the node is judged
to be a malicious node, and its operation is restricted to
communicate with other nodes. The efficiency comparison
of the signature algorithm is completed according to Section
4.

We simulate a hybrid SDN architecture about SAS and
IPAS, including SDN controller nodes, forwarding nodes,
and IIoT nodes. The experiment set 201 nodes distributed
in an area range of 2500m × 1000m, the nodes can be clas-
sified as SAS and IPAS domains, where 101 nodes (including
1 control node, 20 forwarding nodes, and 80 IIoT nodes) in
SAS and 100 nodes in IPAS. In SAS, centralized manage-
ment is used, the forwarding nodes are connected to the
controller nodes, and the IIoT nodes are connected to the
forwarding nodes. In IPAS, distributed connectivity is used.
The layout of the simulation experiment is illustrated in
Figure 6.

6.1. Analysis of the Correctness of Trusted Judgment

6.1.1. Trusted Judgment in SAS Domain. The calculation of
trust value in SAS depends on device attributes trust value,
forwarding behavior trust value, and task execution trust
value, if hardware and software attributes are judged to be
forged, the global trust value is directly judged to be
untrusted, as illustrated in Figure 7, when device attributes

trust value ðblue dotsÞ < 0:8, the global trust value (purple
dots) is directly judged to be untrusted. Figure 7(a) shows
the trust value distribution when the number of malicious
nodes accounts for 10%, and Figure 7(b) shows the trust
value distribution when the number of malicious nodes
accounts for 30%. The comparison shows that the more
malicious nodes have a greater impact on the global trust
value within the SAS domain.

6.1.2. Trusted Judgment in IPAS Domain. In the IPAS
domain, the node direct recommendation trust value is
related to the reward/punishment factor and the decay fac-
tor, and the reward factor FðaÞ = 0:6 and punishment factor
FðbÞ = 0:6 are illustrated in Figure 8(a). With the increasing
judgment times n, if the node is judged as a trusted node
with the reward factor FðaÞ > 0:5, the initial value of the
reward is 0.5 (untrusted threshold). If the reward value
which is continuously judged as a trusted node is increased
exponentially and reaches the threshold after n = 4 times,
and the reward value continues to be the same after the node
is judged to be a trusted node again. If the node is an
untrusted node with punishment factor FðbÞ > 0:5, the ini-
tial value of punishment is 0.8 (trust threshold); after the
second judgment of untrusted, the punishment value is
reduced to 0.5. And n = 3 times, it is still judged as the
untrusted node, then the punishment value drops to 0. If
it is judged as untrusted again, the punishment value is
always 0. The initial value of the decay function is 1. As
the recommendation times increase, the current trust value
decays according to HðiÞ, as illustrated by the blue line in
Figure 8(a).

The indirect recommendation of trust in IPAS is based
on the distance function to calculate the similarity, and the
green dots in Figure 8(b) show the distribution distance
between the current node and the neighbor nodes; the closer
the distance indicates the larger the indirect recommenda-
tion trust value. The distribution of the node trust value is

Table 2: Performance comparison of signature schemes.

Scheme Indistinguishability Anonymity Unforgivability Traceability Resistance to joint attack Forward security Revocability

[23] √ √ √ × × × ×
[24] √ √ √ √ × × ×
[25] √ √ √ √ √ × ×
[26] √ √ √ √ √ √ ×
[22] √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Ours √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Table 3: Comparison of computational overhead of signature
schemes.

Scheme
Signature
length

Signature
algorithm

Verification
algorithm

[27] 2092 bit 6Exp 7Exp+EE

[21] 767 bit 4Exp Exp+2EE

[28] 1662 bit 5Exp 5Exp+EE

Ours 1491 bit 4Exp 4Exp+EE
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similar to that of the direct recommendation trust values,
with only a difference in the coefficients (judged by the dis-
tance function), so the indirect recommendation trust values
overall overlap with the direct recommendation trust values.
In the IPAS domain, the larger the direct recommendation
trust value of the node, the larger the global trust value,
and the closer the distance, the larger the global trust value.

6.2. Analysis of the Performance of the Group Signature
Algorithm. We use group signature to realize remote attesta-
tion and compare it with other schemes in terms of perfor-
mance and efficiency. The group signature must satisfy not
only correctness but also the three security properties of
anonymity, traceability, and unforgeability [22]. As shown
in Table 2, our scheme can fully satisfy indistinguishability,
anonymity, traceability, unforgeability, resistance to joint
attack, forward security, and revocability. Our scheme and
[22] satisfy the revocability of group members, and our
scheme group public key and user private key are shorter
and more suitable for IIoTs.

Our group signature scheme compares the performance
by the computational overhead and communication over-
head of the signature and verification processes. EE denotes
the bilinear pair e operation, and Exp denotes the modular
power operation. Since eðg1, g2Þ can be precomputed, it
can be neglected in the validation algorithm. Therefore, in

our scheme signature algorithm, d1 = λδ11 · g−γ11 = gα1·δ11 ·
g−γ11 = gα1·δ1−γ11 needs to perform 1 modulus power operation

on g1, in the same way, d2 = λδ12 · g−γ22 = gα2·δ2−γ2
2 performs 1

modulus power operation on g2. In d3 due to eðλ3, g2Þδ2 =
eðσ · ηα, g2Þδ2 = eðσ, g2Þ · eðη, g2Þα+δ2 , if it is ignored for e
operation, only 1 modulus power operation on g1 and 1
modulus power operation on g2 are required in d3. Simulta-

neously, the verification algorithm needs to perform only 4
modulus power operations and 1 e operation. Let the order
in the group p be 170 bit, the length of the Hash algorithm
Hu,Hm is 128 bit, and the length of the elements in the
group G1,G2,GT is 171 bit. The comparison of the signature
length and computational overhead of each scheme is shown
in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 3, [21] has the shortest signa-
ture length and the signature algorithm has the same com-
putational overhead as our scheme. Comparing the
validation algorithm, the computational overhead of the e
operation is much greater than the modulus power opera-
tion, so our scheme verification algorithm has the least com-
putational overhead, as illustrated in Figure 9. Therefore, our
scheme has a short signature length and minimal computa-
tional overhead for the signature and verification algorithms.

6.3. Analysis of Security Situation Assessment. The security
situation assessment is available in SAS and IPAS to learn
the security states in SAS and IPAS. Figure 10 shows the var-
iation of the trust value with malicious nodes. As the mali-
cious nodes increase, the trust value reduces more and
more. The domain’s initial trusted value is 1, and all the
nodes in SAS or IPAS are trusted. When the number of
malicious nodes reaches 20%, the global trust value of SAS
or IPAS remains above the trust threshold (0.8). The SAS
intradomain trust value is computed based on the device
attributes trust value, and the malicious node is judged by
the management node. There are 20 malicious nodes, and
the SAS global trust value is directly reduced to 0.8. The
IPAS domain global trust value is defined by the number
of interactions of nodes, and malicious nodes may still inter-
act with neighbor nodes with a global trust value greater
than 0.8. Malicious nodes in the distributed IPAS domain
need to combine the multiple nodes security situation
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assessment judgment including the malicious node discov-
ery, repair, and exclusion process. When the number of
malicious nodes is greater than 30%, both the SAS domain
and IPAS domain are judged to be untrusted. Therefore,
the domain security situation is represented by calculating
the global trust value in a domain.

7. Conclusion

The data in IIoTs is derived from different types of heteroge-
neous networks. A hybrid SDN architecture is used to realize
the management of IIoT heterogeneous networks which are
divided into different autonomous systems (SAS and IPAS).
To guarantee IIoT data trading source is trusted, firstly, the
standardized models are established about the attributes
and interaction behaviors of nodes in SAS and IPAS for real-
izing the process of trusted judgment for nodes in the
domain to calculate the trust value for the IIoT nodes. Sec-
ondly, the node identity and trust value are used in a revoca-
ble group signature scheme which can balance privacy and
security, to complete the remote attestation of IIoT nodes
and guarantee the secure data trading for different domains.
Finally, the simulation experiment verifies the trusted judg-
ment mechanism and the reward/punishment mechanism,
decay function, and security situation assessment are correct
which is capable to reflect the dynamic operation states of
IIoT nodes. The performance and efficiency verification of
the group signature scheme is analyzed by comparing the
computational overhead of the signature algorithm and val-
idation algorithm. Our scheme has good performance in
trusted judgment, group signature, and verification process
and can effectively confirm the security of the IIoT nodes.
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